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Most of the important energy conversion processes proceed at solid/liquid interfaces. To
understand the reaction mechanisms in detail, therefore, high surface sensitivity technique
which can probe the structure and orientation of the adsorbed molecules are required.

Appling sum frequency generation spectroscopy and time resolved (pump-probe
measurements) to soli/liquid interfaces will make us possible to understand the interfacial
reaction dynamics (electrochemical reaction, photoenegy conversion, biointerface) in
molecular level.

New interfacial probe technique was constructed to
study the interfacial electronic structure at
electrochemical interface.
It was found that the strongly hydrogen bonded
water exist at bio-compatible polymer surface,
which strongly prohibit protein adsorption.

・J. Phys. Chem. C, 119(46), 26056 (2015).
・Electrochim. Acta 235(1), 280-286 (2017). 
・J. Phys. Chem. C 122(15), 8191-8201 (2018) . ・J. Phys. Chem. C, 119(30), 17193 (2015).

Sum-frequency generation (SFG) is a non-linear
optical process. This phenomenon is based on the
annihilation of two input photons at angular
frequencies and while, simultaneously, one photon
at frequency is generated.

Potential dependent double resonance SFG to study 
the electronic structure at electorchemical interface Interfacial water structure at bio-compatible surface

Electrode potential dependence on 
resonant SFG intensity on incident 

visible wavelength.

Electronic structure at 
Pt-CO electrified 

interface. Interfacial water SFG spectra 
at various polymer surface.

Relation between the
BSA adsorption and
peak wavelength of
interfacial water.

Surface and interfacial information can be selectively obtained by probing SFG light

Electronic structure at electrochemical interface is
important to study the catalytic activity of
electrocatalysts.
Interfacial molecular information is important to
create a new functionalized materials.

NiOX thin films as hole transport layer of 
CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite solar cells
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 Demand for lower cost solar cells to introduce many PVs as renewable energy source  
 Attractive perovskite (PVK) solar cells as highly efficient and low production cost PV 
 Need to design effective PVK device structure for low cost production and long-term stability 

 Development of effective hole transport layer (HTL) for p-i-n junction of PVK solar cells
 Understand the influence of HTL on the properties of PVK solar cells
 Improvement of the stability of PVK solar cells

 M. Yanagida, Electrochemistry, 85, 231-235 (2017)
 Md. B. Islam, ACS Omega, 2, 2291-2299 (2017)
 Md. B. Islam, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., 57, 08RE06 (2018)

NiOx has suitable properties as HTL in PVK solar cells
 Carrier transport in NiOx can fully compensate the 

photogenerated flux (Jsc) 
 Sputtered NiOx is not amorphous from XRD resluts
 High transmittance in visible light region 
 Very sensitive to the sputtering conditions

NiOx thin films prepared by sputtering methods will
contribute to 
 High reliable and efficient PVK solar cells
 Suitable hole transport layer for other devices
 P-typed transparent conductive oxide

Structure of sputtered NiOX layer

Scheme of perovskite solar cells

Ar pressure Sputtering Power
Sputtering condition of NiOx

Carrier transport in HTL
Merits
・Low temp. process
・Strong light absorption
・Long carrier diffusion length

Carrier flux (J) in HTL must be as the followings.
J = qD(dn/dx) = qDN/d > Jsc=26 mAcm-2
Jsc : photocurrent generated in perovskite
D : diffusion constant in HTL > 1.6 x 10-3 cm2s-1

( Mobility ()>0.06 cm2V-1s-1

q : Charge of electron Typical parameter in NiOx
N=5 x 1017 cm-3

=0.1 cm2/Vs
Ref. Surf. Coat. Tech., 198, 138 (2005).

PerovskiteHTL ETL
Jsc

d : thickness≈100nm
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